The effect of powder blend and tablet structure on drug release mechanisms of hydrophobic starch acetate matrix tablets.
This study investigates the release mechanism of a hydrophilic drug (caffeine) from hydrophobic matrix tablets composed of starch acetate. Different particle size fractions of starch acetate were mixed with caffeine (22% V/V) to obtain various mixture organisations in the powder, as well as in the final tablet. The organisation of powder mixtures was calculated by the carrier payload of starch acetate particles, while the pore size distributions in tablets were measured by mercury intrusion porosimetry. A carrier payload below 1 indicated the existence of a free starch acetate particle surface, while numbers greater than 1 pointed to a complete occupation of the starch acetate particle surface area by caffeine particles. The carrier payload calculations gave a good prediction for the existence of a starch acetate matrix in the tablet structures. Caffeine matrices in tablets compressed from the mixtures could be detected by mercury intrusion porosimetry measurements. The existence of different matrices, as well as different pore networks, determined the physical changes of the tablets and the release mechanism of caffeine during dissolution tests. When a tablet contained only a caffeine matrix, rapid tablet disintegration and immediate release of the total amount of caffeine occurred. A single matrix of starch acetate resulted in tablets that remained intact, although cracks were formed. The co-existence of matrices of both materials created surface erosion of the tablet. The caffeine release profiles of tablets that remained intact or showed erosion were fitted by an equation containing both diffusional and relaxational factors to describe the effect of tablet porosity on drug release.